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Abstract

In the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK), a distributed knowledge based diagnostic system
is developed to supervise the primary system including the core of the Kompakte Natriumgekuhlte
Kernreaktoranlage (KNK II), a 20 MWe experimental fast reactor. The problem is to detect anom-
alies and disturbances in the beginning state before fault propagation - early diagnosis - and pro-
vide the scram analysis to detect the causality when a system shutdown occurs.

1 Introduction

Fast reactors are very complex technical systems. Those systems are not operating undisturbed at
every moment. A failure is always an intolerable irregularity of the normal operation of the reac-
tor. Such irregularities are most undesirable effects because they are involving considerable eco-
nomical loss and may even lead to endangerment of public health and life. Therefore, it is
necessary to guarantee an almost faultless operation of a reactor. Technical system failures result
from structural changes which occur at the beginning of a chain of operations. Based on this theory
different classes of abstractions can be introduced by the occurrence of failures, which may be re-
flected from a diagnostic point of view. The Fig. 1 describes this classification.

The following essential goals of diagnosis can be concluded from this classification: A careful
working method should identify system failures in a early stage, so that qualified (adequate) coun-
termeasures could start in time. Many years of operating experience have shown that with an ex-
tending complexity of technical systems the variety of anomalies and failures during system
operation increases. This is a result of the possible causes which affect the correct operation of the
reactor and their subsequent effects due to the interaction of the reactor and the environment As
a result, for enhancement of reliability and economy precise construction as well as improved
technology, production engineering and installation are necessary but not sufficient for prevention
of failures or an early failure detection. Improving the reliability of fast reactors requires addition-
ally the development of innovative diagnostic methods, for which computer techniques as well as
methods of Artificial Intelligence may supply the classical tools.

In this context, a diagnostic system as a prototype for the KNK II is developed1'2^. KNK II is a
sodium-cooled 20 MWe experimental fast reactor at the Nuclear Research Center of Karlsruhe.
The nuclear part of the plant consists of the primary system with the reactor core and two sodium
circuits, two secondary sodium circuits, and the tertiary water/steam circuit The core is composed
of a test zone, a driver zone, breeder subassemblies, control rods and reflectors.

A general philosophy of the relationship between data processing and diagnosis is shown in Fig.
2. First, the signal environment of the fast reactor produces raw data and a preprocessor produces
formated data. One part of this data stream (for example temperature noise signals) is the input for
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Fig. 1: Abstract Classes of the Technical Diagnosis

an intelligent signal processor which produces partial hypotheses in the context of the surveillance
class local diagnosis. The expert system correlates these partial hypotheses. Another part of the
formated data (for example values of temperatures, speed of pumps, valve positions) is a direct
input for the expert system. These inputs, the direct input and the partial hypotheses produce the
dynamical facts as premises of the rules, given by the experience knowledge. So the inference en-
gine of the expert system can produce hypotheses in the context of the global diagnosis.

fe | Expert_System
(Inference Engine)

Fig. 2: Data Processing and Diagnosis

2 The Architecture of the whole System

We describe the architecture of the system in three steps of abstraction. For the first step of the
system description we use the surveillance classes local diagnosis, global diagnosis and post mor-
tem diagnosis. So it is possible to build a relation with the attributes surveillance class, computer
system and set of functions. The following figure represents this relation:
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Fig. 3: Classes, Systems and Functions of the Diagnosis

The class local diagnosis includes collectively four detection systems in which five different func-
tions are implemented. During operation of the experimental nuclear power plant KNK E, this
functions are responsible to detect anomalies in the beginning state (early diagnosis), so that a
propagation can be prohibited. The class global diagnosis includes all computer systems and func-
tions of the class local diagnosis and additional the plant data processor and the on line simulator.
The plant data processor includes furthermore three different functions for the detection of distur-
bances during the operation of the nuclear power plant The on line simulator includes a partial set
of the called functions for the simulation of disturbances. The simulation of plant disturbances is
an effective method to demonstrate the behavior of the plant with respect to possible propagations
of faults. Finally the class post mortem diagnosis includes also the process computer which pro-
vides the function scram analysis. More detailed information about all functions is given in the
next chapter. For all classes a test system is available. The purpose of the testfunctions is to gen-
erate input informations for the test during the development of the knowledge base, which is a part
of the expert system. For the second step of the system description a view of the system causality
is appropriate. The figure 4 demonstrates this view.

The fast reactor process produces raw data as input for the computer systems which have been de-
scribed already before. These computer systems produce preprocessed data for the dynamical stor-
age in a further computer system, the so called data manager. The data handling in the data
manager provides two strategies of the data support: First an event oriented strategy which is or-
ganized by a first in first out (FIFO) queue, and second a history oriented strategy which is orga-
nized by an index file.

On the top of this hierarchical organization an expert system can receive this preprocessed data
from the data manager by its own requests and can store this received data as facts in its knowledge
base for the dynamical work of the inference engine. The expert system is able to generate hypoth-
eses, and in case of partial hypotheses (internal) it can send requests to the operator via the man
machine interface. More detailed information about the expert system is given in chapter 4. All
above mentioned systems (computers), without the data manager, are clients in a local area net-
work (LAN). The data manager is the server for data handling in this network.
The last step of the system description is a representation of the real system in Fig. 5. The archi-
tecture of the diagnostic system is distributed. The detection systems, the plant data processor, the
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Fig. 4: DES YRE - Diagnostic Expert System for Reactor Surveillance (Causality)

test system, the data manager and the expert system are realized on different real computer sys-
tems withpartially different operating systems. This computer systems are embedded in four LAN
segments (Ethernet, IEEE 802.3) which are coupled via an active starcoupler. The internetworking
(communication between the computer systems) is realized with special application software
which is based on the TCP/IP protocol family.
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Fig. 5: DES YRE - Diagnostic Expert System for Reactor Surveillance (Network)
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3 The process related knowledge domains of the expert system

Concerning figure 3, all three surveillance classes are realized, but in this paper, only the classes
local diagnosis and global diagnosis are described in detail.

The main task of the KNKII diagnostic system is the surveillance of the core and the primary cir-
cuits. Data and information obtained from the sensors and the instrumentation systems are the
main input to the diagnosis process. As already mentioned in chapters 1 and 2 several detection
systems (AN, DN/CM, FTTM and TN) are available at KNK II for the surveillance of the core (see
figure 4 and figure 3). AN is the acoustic noise monitoring system to detect sodium boiling. For
the preprocessing of the acoustic signals, method like spectrum analysis and pattern recognition
are applied • ' . The main objective of the preprocessing step is the discrimination between the two
process states boiling and no boiling.

DN and CM are the delayed neutron and covergas monitoring systems to detect failed fuel ele-
ments 5\ Preconditioning of the DN signals consists in substraction of the background, correction
for the power dependency of the detector sensitivity, and the classification of the net signals. Ad-
ditionally, in case of small DN signals a DN failure probability is calculated. Preprocessing of the
CM signals consists in a simple yes/no classification using constant signal threshold.

FTTM is a sensitive method to detect a power/flow mismarch in individual fuel subassemblies 6 \
This is achieved by compensating the measured subassembly outlet temperatures for variations of
the inlet temperature, the primary sodium flow and the reactor power. Under steady state condi-
tions the method allows the detection of drifts as low as 0.1 K/day. The drifts are then classified
using predefined thresholds. Furthermore, average drift values are calculated for the different
zones of the core. This is an important information for the recognition of changes of the flow re-
sistance in the whole core.

TN is the temperature noise measured by the thermocouples at the fuel subassembly outlets 7 \ Pre-
conditioning is carried out by calculating the RMS value of the noise and relating it to the temper-
ature rise in the respective subassembly. The resulting k-factor is constant over a wide range of
operational parameters, and sensitive to variations of the flow distribution in the respective subas-
sembly, e.g. in the case of blockages.

The results of the local diagnosis functions described above (s.a. figure 3) are included in the fol-
lowing global diagnosis functions: PC (i.e. surveillance of the primary circuit), RC (i.e. reactor
control system) and CORE (i.e. reactor core). For these functions, 57 additional process parame-
ters are transmitted from the plant data processor to the diagnosis systems. A survey of the differ-
ent domains of the global diagnosis function is given in figure 6. Each change of state of the
reactor process - normal operational changes as well as disturbances - is connected with charac-
teristic variations of the process parameters. The determination and formal description of these re-
lations is the first step in establishing the knowledge base of the diagnostic system. The main
source of knowledge is the experience of the KNK II designers, operators and experimenters. Ad-
ditional information - in particular on the quantitative relations between changes of the plant state
and the process parameters - is obtained from dynamic calculations using the KNK II simulator.
This system which was developed by Interatom on the basis of the computer code DYANA rep-
resents the core, the primary and secondary circuits and the reactor control system of KNK H \
It allows the simulation of operational transients, e.g. power changes, and of disturbances like re-
activity insertion, pump failures, increase of flow resistance etc.
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Fig. 6 : Domains of the Global Diagnosis Functions

A typical result of a simulation is presented in Fig. 7, which shows the reaction of the main primary
system parameters to the partial closure of a primary valve.

teller: Inttraton GnbH
Version 2.1 Stand Oez. 832 win 52 sec

• • < K-Tcu. TfSttaM CO

Fig. 7: Partial Closure of a Primary Valve

The diagnostic system recognizes variations of the process parameters by comparing actual values
with reference values. The reference values are dynamically generated in the diagnostic system in
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two different ways: either by algorithmic calculations using actual process parameters or by set-
ting of previous values of the same parameter. An example for the first way is the calculation of
an average outlet temperature from a group of fuel subassemblies as a reference to detect changes
of the outlet temperature of individual subassemblies of this group. However, for most of the ref-
erence values the second way is used, e.g. the initial value of a parameter is taken as reference for
all succeeding measurements. This implies that the initial state of the process is assumed as nor-
mal. The problem solution of the dynamical reference geberation is shown in figure 10.

A particular problem is the discrimination of disturbances against normal operational processes
like power changes. From the part-load diagram of KNKII it follows that most of the process pa-
rameters of the primary and the secondary circuits depend on the reactor power in a distinct man-
ner. This leads to characteristic patterns of the process parameter variations which can be used to
identify a change in state as a power variation. In such a case the actual process parameters are set
as new reference values.

The relations between the changes of the process state and the parameters are compiled as decision
trees. Parameters with high sensitivity to changes of the process state are positioned at the top of
the trees. Further parameters and other data are used at the subsequent decision points. The outputs
of the trees are the hypotheses, i.e. the identified plant states. When possible, recommendations to
the operator are added. Fig. 8 and 9 show as a representative examples a section of the decision
tree primary circuit surveillance. Top parameters of this tree are the variations of the sodium flow
rate in the primary circuits. Among the output states are the hypotheses power change and partial
closure of a primary valve. The latter case corresponds to the event which has already been pre-
sented in Fig. 7 as a typical result of the KNK II simulator.
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Primary Valve 1
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ZP1.2:
2S1J:
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Primary Pump Speed
Secondary Pump Speed
Feed Water How

Fig. 8: Detail of the Decision Tree "Primary Circuit (PC) Surveillance"

A survey of the extent of knowledge implemented so far in the KNK II diagnostic system is given
in figure 6 which shows for the different domains of surveillance the top parameter of the decision
tree, the number of process parameters considered, the number of possible hypotheses and the
main plant states and disturbances which can be recognized.
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4 Knowledge representation methods

To support the operator and the user, it is important to verify the typical knowledge of the human
being and to model it into a computerized manner. There are typical knowledge modes, which are
distinguished: technical knowledge, informal and formal knowledge.

Informal knowledge is based on regarding processes, imitations and so it is very difficult
(sometimes impossible) to represent it in a computerized manner, also in AI techniques.

Technical knowledge is useful represented in conventional programming techniques like
structured programs. It contains algorithmic solutions and programs. A characteristic feature is the
separation of data and facts. So, data are stored in special files, where modifications can made
easily. The facts in form of coded programes are very difficult to update. Such problems are solved
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by the classic software techniques. In contradictory tho these both knowledge types the formal
knowledge, represented by linguistic formalized expresssions, is a very powerful method to
describe any real world components, based on characteristic features in a natural language. That
means, both facts and data are included in one representation mode. So, special AI representations
are used to favorite such statements. There is no separation between the data and the programs.
The combined data and facts and logical programs are stored in a common knowledge base.

Concerning the support of the operator to recognize the instantaneous process, to evaluate it and
to trigger new process activity, it seems powerful to give him a method for communication with
the system in a linguistic manner with free formulated expressions. So, AI representation modes
are employed for the diagnostic part (explanation component).

Because of early warning i.e. early diagnostic function, special algorithmic solutions are necessary
and must be integrated into the AI reprentation mode. We have a combination of technical and
formal knowledge types and regarding this fact, hybrid knowledge reprentations are used (see
figure 11).

Fig. 11: Hybrid knowledge representations

The diagnostic part of the expert system is implemented in principal as a rule based production
system. But the rule complexes are extended by logic expressions and frames. The representation
mode depends on the contextual description of the situations and facts.

Hardware devices like pumpes, valves, measurement systems are described by frames. They are
supplied with different attributes, specific for this object. The objects themselves are ordered in a

hierarchical classe-subclasse structure with multi enheritance mechanisms of the features. The
implementation is performed in a flavor system, the object oriented extension of Common lisp.
The kernel of the knowledge base is the form of IF THEN rule complexes (distributed on different
domain experts), whereby we distinguish between the procedural and the declarative aspect of the
rule.

The difference depends on the action part of the rule, which contains instructions (procedural) or
hypotheses (declarative). Within the trigger and the action part of the rule complexes, the
expressions, based on predicate calculus, are performed by n-relational predicates. This
representation mode is supported by the AI tool JOSHUA.

A more detailled representation of the rule based production system by JOSHUA is shown in
figure 12.
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Fig. 12: A rule based production system

5 Knowledge Base and Inference Engine

The knowledge base of the expert system is divided into two structurally different parts. One is an
object oriented knowledge base with a fix number of abstract objects (as representations of all core
elements and all parameters, which must be considered during surveillance).

Starting point for the object oriented knowledge base is a domain specific approach. One result of
the knowledge acquisition process is, that all knowledge statements and experiences are relations
between any plant elements and any process parameters.

The plant consists of a lot of plant elements, which have specific features, represented as at-
tributes. The objects can be classified into several classes, where inheritance strategies are used
from class to subclass and typical features are represented by these attributes.

For example, the class of core elements consists of breeder subassemblies, fuel subassemblies, re-
flector elements and control rods. General class attributes like position number are subclass inde-
pendent (inherited from the superclass) and other attributes like a noise spectrum are subclass
specific. A typical tree for the hierarchical core and parameter modeling is shown in Fig. 13 and
Fig. 14.

The second part is a rule base, which is furthermore distinguished in domain specific rule com-
plexes. This is necessary for a modular structure of the knowledge base. DESYRE has many rule
complexes, which can be activated domain specific and so separately. Such a specific rule base
combines any object slots of the object knowledge base and produces hypotheses and gives in-
structions for the users and triggers special algorithmic procedures outside of the expert system9^.
A small extract of such a semantic rule network is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

Before the inference engine can trigger the different rule complexes, the control mechanism acti-
vates a preprocessing algorithm to update the numerical slot values of the attributes, belonging to
the objects involved in the rule sets. This is necessary for consistency of the semantic object con-
tents. That is done by a high priority process, when data and event sets are transmitted from the
data manager. One of the most important cases is the dynamical generation and setting of refer-
ence values, dependant on the current process state.
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Fig. 14: Parameter Class Model

Principally, there is a rule based production system for evaluation of the process data and the pre-
evaluated partial hypotheses of the different domain experts. It is a data driven but not strongly
forward chaining mechanism, because a predeterminated set of hypotheses is placed on an agenda,
which has to be suggested by the volunteered events in form of object slots.

A rule can be triggered in different manner: First, directly by the on line process and second in a
mixed mode, partially on line combined with a needed interactive input from user (see Fig. 4 and
Fig. 15, left side, upper part).

One of the very important features of the expert system is the explanation part, because the on line
diagnostic system must be a support of the operator to recognize faults in the beginning state.
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Fig. 15: Man Machine Interface

So, process changes and anomalies (for examples temperamres, position of the control rods) can
be visualized directly as active values, for example by colors, representing core elements as ob-
jects. On.line data from the data manager are transferred in the object knowledge base. The
changed slot values of the object attributes are directly represented in the core graphics (see Fig.
15, right side).

Furthermore, every time special objects from the class of all core elements can be picked out, to
get a frame based representation of the whole object information. That is independent of the in-
stantaneous inference state (see Fig. 15, left side, lower part).

The hypotheses and the instructions are shown in a special window including all information about
the premises or other details, necessary for plausible explanation. That is done in the on line mode.
While modification and further development of the knowledge base and the inference engine, the
complete powerful development tool of the expert system is given. In our case, a hybrid expert
system shell is used.

6 Conclusion

Very large and extensive performance test series at the on line system were done since January
1989. Dependant of the rule number, the number of AND-conditions within one rule, the data
packages as events concerning the process state and the different inference strategies, time behav-
ior of the knowledge based system was analyzed.

Furthermore real-time tests of the complete diagnostic system have been performed since January
1991. As the KNK BE was shut down during this test phase, the simulator was used to generate on
line process data. However, the tests did not include the local core surveillance systems (AN, DN/
CM, FTTM, TN) because these functions are not implemented in the simulator. During the tests,
several shortcomings and inconsistencies were recognized and eliminated and numerous exten-
sions were realized. The development has now reached a stage that all plant situations which can
be generated by the simulator, are recognized with high reliability and sensitivity.
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Regarding the reactor components and the process behavior concerning the early fault diagnosis
the knowledge processing step is no time critical aspect and so it seems to be useful to apply
knowledge based systems.

Because of positive results of the syatem validation it is useful to transfer the conceptual design
of a similar system for the European Fast Reactor (EFR).
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